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Shankman’s masterful account of anthropologist Derek Free-

man’s‘‘trashing ofMargaretMead’’amounts to everything you
really want in a history of an alleged scientific controversy: it is

scholarly, readable, interdisciplinary, thorough, and juicy.

Shankman, a professor of anthropology at the University of
Colorado at Boulder, proves in this work what I always tell

students inmy graduate history ofmedicine course: you don’t

need to be trained as an historian to do good history; you just
have to be devoted to evidence and know that time goes

forward.

Fortunately, Shankman knows that the most readable histo-
ries rarelysimplygoforward.Hebeginshisbookbyrecounting

how the‘‘controversy’’over Margaret Mead exploded onto

the international media scene in 1983, several years after
Mead’s death, when Harvard University Press provided jour-

nalistic outlets pre-publication copies of Freeman’s Margaret
Mead and Samoa: The Making and Unmaking of an Anthro-
pological Myth. This approach pretty much guaranteed that no

anthropologists or historians would be ready to challenge
Freeman’s account of Mead and her work, since they had not

had the benefit of seeing Freeman’s book. To answer reporters’

questions required potential critics of Freeman to trust the
reporters’ representations of Freeman’s representations—and

required them to enter into a‘‘controversy’’ in sound bites—so

many declined, enabling Freeman’s book to grow long legs by
virtue of a skewed environment rather than natural worthiness.

In his 1983 book and subsequent publications, Freeman

built up a story about Mead that specifically challenged her
portrayal of Samoan adolescence in her popular 1928 book,

Coming of Age in Samoa: A Psychological Study of Primitive
Youth for Western Civilization. As the subtitle of Coming of
Age implied,Meadhad intendedherpopularization to function

as a sort of social tool in her own culture. To quote Shankman,

‘‘In writing about the contrast between adolescence in Samoa
and theUnited States,Mead became a social critic, not simply

an ethnographic reporter’’ (p. 103). Shankman beautifully

explains Coming of Age through a careful account of Mead’s
ownbiographyaswell as the sexual politics of 1920sAmerica.

In today’s terms, Mead was a sex positive individual in both

her work and her personal life. She enjoyed the romantic and
sexual company of both women and men, no matter to whom

shewasmarried.She tried touseComingofAge to suggest that
the struggles of female adolescencemight substantially lessen
were girls able—as she claimed they generally were in

Samoa—to dally with sex. Shankman sums it up thus: ‘‘While
Samoawas not her own lifewrit large, as Freeman believed, the

book [Mead’sComingofAge]was amanifestoofMead’sviews

about America in the 1920s’’ (p. 105). A book like this made
sense in Mead’s self-image: ‘‘Like Boas, Sapir, and Benedict,

Mead sawherself as a citizen-scientist.Not contentwith being a

bookish academic, she wanted to be a public intellectual and
activist, using ethnographic data to address important public

issues’’(p. 108).

For his part, Freeman wanted to be the man who brought
MargaretMeaddown.Ashecontinuedhiscampaignagainsther

reputation,Freeman increasinglyportrayedhimselfgrandiosely

as the co-star in the drama he had created, entitling the 1996
edition of his book Margaret Mead and the Heretic. Freeman

claimed tobepersonally responsible forundoingwhathe termed

‘‘the Mead paradigm,’’‘‘a paradigm that he believed had held
American anthropology back for more than half a century and

had misled the whole world. The ‘Mead paradigm’ was alleg-

edly antibiological, antievolutionary, antiscientific, and cultur-
ally deterministic. Freemanwas committed tofirst sounding the
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alarm and then putting an end to what he saw as an intellectual

disaster’’(p. 10).
Never mind that he had Mead wrong—and knew it. In a

lovely bit of historical detective work, Shankman uses what

Freeman himself left behind to show that Freeman knew per-
fectlywellMead’swork onSamoawas not nearly so thin nor so

naive—and certainly not anti-evolutionary nor anti-biologi-

cal—as Freeman claimed. But to be the hero of ‘‘modern’’ sci-
ence, Freeman needed Mead to be a dope. And so he reported

and even fomented an elaborate fiction about how Mead had

spunher tale ofSamoanadolescenceout ofwhat sheheard from
only two informants on only one night, informants Mead sup-

posedly never realized were just joshing her. By 1999, Free-

man’saccounthadreachednewheights:TheFatefulHoaxingof
Margaret Mead.

But itwas Freemanwhowas hoaxing theworld. Shankman

conclusively showsMead drew on substantiallymore data than
Freeman lets on, that she was not a silly girl inclined tomistake

sexual fish stories with cultural practices, and that her sub-

stantial scientific publications evidence that—while shewas no
major theoretician—she was a fine anthropologist, especially

when considered in the context of the period. Concludes

Shankman:‘‘Freeman constructed a ‘just so’ story about Mead
and a parallel story about himself’’(p. 12).

There was, in fact, no ‘‘Mead paradigm’’ that anthro-
pologistsworshipped and againstwhichFreeman could

tilt. Mead was not an ‘‘absolute’’ cultural determinist;

she recognized the importance of biology and evolution
throughout her career. Freemanwas able to advance his

argument only by very selective use of information,

including the creative use of partial quotations and the
strategic omission of relevant data at crucial junctures

in his argument. (p. 12)

Yes, in the service of her ‘‘citizenship’’ in what she hoped

would become a sex positive world, Mead downplayed some

of theuglier realities ofSamoan life—violent rape, the implicit
discouraging of the reporting of rape, the beating of those who

violated overt sexual norms. But she was not hoaxed and she

wasn’t just making stuff up.
Nevertheless,plentyofcampswerehappytobelieveFreeman.

According toShankman,‘‘Americanconservatives embraced

Freeman as one of their ownbecause they believed people like
Mead were responsible for the moral decline of the country.

Sociobiologists and later evolutionary psychologists found

Freeman’s critique of Mead helpful in advancing their scientific
agenda about human nature’’ (p. 18). And so Freeman found

plenty of unwitting helpers in his‘‘trashing’’of Mead.

As an anthropologist who has himself worked in Samoa,
Shankman is able to carefully consider what we can really

know about Samoan attitudes towards sex. Freeman tried to

claim that the traditional Samoan taupou system of ceremo-
nial virgins negated Mead’s claims about a casual attitude

towards sex in Samoa.How could you so value virginity and

also tolerate pre-marital sex among adolescents?But Shank-
man shows it’s more complicated than that: the taupou system
had class-specific elements to it and had morphed with the

introductionofChristianity, such thatFreeman’soversimplified
equation—valuingvirginitymeansyouwouldn’teverallowpre-

marital sex—falls apart. Shankmansummarizeshisfineanalysis

of the literature this way:

Freeman not only misrepresented the historical work of

others but neglected his own personal experiences in the
islands duringWorldWar II and his unpublishedwork on

the taupou system. To what extent these omissions were

conscious and deliberate or unconscious and inadvertent
is unclear. What is clear is that Freeman himself, not his

sources,misrepresentedanddistorted thehistorical record

so as to favor his interpretation of the taupou system and
his critique ofMead.Mead’s interpretation of the decline

of the taupou system, however brief, is more in accord

with the historical record presented here. (p. 189)

It’s hard to say what is most satisfying in Shankman’s book:

his seamless interweaving of solid history, anthropology, and

cultural studies; the clarity of his presentation; his honesty with
regard to his aim (‘‘Ultimately, this book tries to extricate

Mead’s reputation from the quicksand of controversy’’[p. 19]);

his ability to sort out objectivity and subjectivity; his explana-
tion of how Samoans see these layered accounts of them-

selves; or his stories of his personal encounters with Mead
and Freeman. I suspect, though, what many readers will find

most stunning and even entertaining is the portrayal of Derek

Freeman that emerges from this book. One has a hard time
decidingwhich portion of theDSMbest applies to themanwho

managed to permanently tarnish the reputation of one of the

most importantwomen scientists of the twentieth century.Even
PhilDonohue, interviewingFreeman,couldnot resist comment-

ingon thepathologiesoozingout of‘‘theheretic’’:‘‘Dr.Freeman,

sir. Part of the problem that we have here is your own posture.
Youdocutabitof themessianicpersonalityaswespeak’’(p.37).

MeadhadpersonallynotedthesameaboutFreemanyearsearlier

(p. 57).
There is simply too much evidence for Freeman’s strange-

ness to write Shankman off as just doing Mead’s dirty work.

Indeed, asShankman lines upone event after another, Freeman
comes across of enough as a nut that one could only conclude

Shankman would have been shirking from his scholarly duties

not to mention and explore this critical element of ‘‘the con-
troversy.’’ Freeman repeatedly threatened critics—including

Shankman—with the ruining of their careers. (‘‘During one of

the commercial breaks in the [1983 Donohue] show he leaned
over andquietly informed [anthropologistBradd] Shore that he

would ruin his career. This was not an idle threat. Freeman

contacted theUniversity of Chicago and asked them to rescind
Shore’s Ph.D. He also requested that Columbia University
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Press withdraw Shore’s ethnography on Samoa from its pub-

lications’’ [p. 38]). Freeman also harassed editors into letting
him have space in their publications well beyond reason.

Shankman relates that when he went to Freeman’s university

togivea talk,Freeman’sbehaviorwasnothing short ofbizarre.
At another talk, one facultymember blurted out,‘‘We all know

he’s crazy, but we can’t say it!’’ (p. 56).

Thiswasn’t just yourgardenvarietynuttyprofessor.Shank-
man tracesoutFreeman’sdelusional collapseduringa trip toSar-

awak in 1961:

Freeman was convinced that the erotic statues not only

were a perversionof authentic tribal culture butwere also

exerting a form of mind control over Freeman through
their hypnotic power, a power that he was determined to

break. Freeman also believed that the statues were being

used by [a colleague] and the Soviet Union to subvert the
local government itself. Indeed, Freeman thought [the

colleague’s wife] was a Soviet agent. (p. 54)

In 1964, when Mead met up with Freeman at the Australian
National University where he worked, during a seminar, after

she asked him why he hadn’t delivered a text to her the night

before,heaccidentallyblurtedout toher,‘‘Because Iwasafraid

you might ask me to spend the night’’ (p. 60). Shankman

assumes Freeman didn’t ‘‘literally imagine Mead as a seduc-

tress’’ (p. 60) but clearly ‘‘she had come to occupy a central
place in Freeman’s psychological universe’’by 1964 (p. 61).

It is a shame that, as Shankman observes,‘‘AlthoughMead’s

personality and motives were scrutinized by Freeman, both the
media and professional anthropologists have been less inter-

ested and more reluctant to consider Freeman’s motives and

personality’’(p. 19).As I’ve learned inmyownstudies of highly
publicized scientific controversies (Dreger, 2008, 2011), a care-

ful study of accusers’ motives and personalities often explains

much (Lawrence, 2008).
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